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Stimulus Properties

Rescorla & Wagner’s equations [2] also conceptualized and analyzed stimu-
lus features and task parameters. Stimulus features, such as reward stimulus
salience, of either or both US or CS, were conceptualized by α and the as-
sociative strength of conditioning contexts by VAX . Stimulus features, like
duration and intensity, were manifested in their λ of λ − VAX [3, p.519].
These features typically have significant impacts on task learning, irrespec-
tive of learning parameters, like β. Stimulus feature characteristics can be
conceptualized as being both intrastimulus responses and paradigm charac-
teristics.

Sutton & Barto [1, 3] noted that the above stimulus features are important
contributions for mediating or interfering in reward learning. As referenced,
their theory of eligibility included concepts like [3, p.505] stimulus features,
e.g. perceived stimulus salience and contrast and other subject responses,
e.g. attention, generalization, stimulus traces, etc. They noted, in addition,
that learning parameters, such as interstimulus interval duration [3, p.501],
or the time interval between the initial inception of CS and US occurrence,
can contribute toward or impair reward task learning. The greater the dis-
tance between both, also known as delay conditioning [3, p.512], the less is
the associative strength imputed onto the CS. In fact, protracted delay con-
ditions or excessive interstimulus interval delays in their extreme, result in
extinction due to unpairing of US with CS [3, p.504]. Stimulus features, such
as duration, intensity, and salience apparently interact with interstimulus
interval variables noted above.

Another interstimulus interval parameter referenced by Sutton & Barto
is the nature of temporal pairing of both the US and CS, whether fixed or
variable ratio [3, p.509]. In fixed situations, the CS consistently precedes
the US and has little temporal variability between trials. In variable ratio
situations,the interstimulus pairing between the two is unpredictable, vari-
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able, and without noticeable pattern. In such situations, some trials are both
randomly paired, while other trials are not paired at all.

Sutton & Barto’s principle reinforcement learning equations seek to con-
ceptualize a theoretical observer’s policy development, action selection, and
state transitions. To account for stimulus features and task parameters
Sutton & Barto [1] developed a series of equations devoted to parameter-

estimation [1, p.564]. A stimulus feature vector, φ, represents stimulus fea-
tures of salience, intensity, and duration. A task parameter vector, υ, delin-
eates parameters noted above, i.e. interstimulus interval features like fixed
and variable ratio characteristics. An evaluative estimate of a state, x, rep-
resents state input.

υ1φ1(x) + · · · + υnφn(x) + υn+1 = υTφ(x) : f(x) = π ‖ f(v) = rt+1

Where π development is a function of the parameter vector,υ,
associated state, φ(x) and the future return, rt+1.

The parameter vector, φ, influences an evaluative estimate x, which is
the state’s capability for using parameter information until the terminal (T )
end of the reward task. According to Sutton & Barto (1990) φ(x) may be
likened to the parameter-estimation system’s internal representation of the
task pattern’s state, x [1, p.566]. When we look at the larger picture, we
may conceptualize the following.

◦ The task’s pattern state is a function of the parameter vector, f(φ) =
x. The value of the selected policy is also a function of known task
parameters and the parameter vector, f(φ) = V π(x).

◦ The future return (and motivation for completing the task) is a function
of stimulus feature qualities, like reward salience, intensity, duration,
and meaningfulness and feature vector, f(υ) = rt+1.

◦ Vt(xt+1) = φT
t υt+1 or the value of the future state is composed of infor-

mation derived from task parameters at a task’s conclusion and param-
eter vector interacting with future return qualities derived from feature
components and the feature vector.

In summary, Rescorla & Wagner [2] addressed stimulus qualities and task
parameters in the development of their equations. With the conditioned stim-
ulus’s and context’s gaining associative strength, one could assume greater
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predictive capability for the subject. Sutton & Barto’s equations [1, 3] dis-
sociated between reward learning and stimulus feature and task parameters.
The former conceptualizations were developed over many years; the latter
was conceptualized only in 1990. It is this author’s belief that understanding
both external and internal conditions can not only guide task-related method-
ology, but also can provide a better conceptualization for understanding the
interaction between both external and internal conditions.
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